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QUESTION 1

A modular approach has been taken to document the Oracle Reference Architecture (ORA). Select the statements that
are true for this modular approach? 

A. The ORA library has a document dedicated to each Oracle product suite. 

B. ORA is a collection of reference architectures, some based on specific technologies (Technology Perspectives), and
some on industry verticals (Industry Perspectives). 

C. ORA is a single-reference architecture but is documented via different views of the architects-some focused on
specific technologies (Technology Perspectives), and some on industry verticals (Industry Perspectives). 

D. The number of Technology Perspectives and Industry Perspectives will increase over time. 

E. The technology Perspectives are complete, but the Industry Perspectives will increase over time as more verticals
are Included. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Explanation: 

A: The scope of ITSO is all of Oracle\\'s product families. However, the Oracle technology real estate is extremely large
and evolves as new products are introduced. Thus, the ITSO material will continue to grow as more ORA documents
are created, additional ETSs are covered, and additional ESDs are created. C, D:Technology perspectives extend the
core material by adding the unique capabilities, components, standards, and approaches that a specific technology
strategy offers. SOA, BPM, EPM/BI, and EDA are examples of perspectives for ORA. Each technology strategy
presents unique requirements to architecture that includes specific capabilities, principles, components, technologies,
standards, etc. Rather than create another reference architecture for each strategy, ORA was designed to be extensible
to incorporate new computing strategies as they emerge in the industry. 

In order to present the reference architecture in the most effective manner, each new technology strategy adds a
perspective to ORA. This enables the reference architecture to evolve holistically. New computing strategies extend the
core material, providing further insight and detail as needed. A perspective extends the ORA core collateral by providing
views, principles, patterns, and guidelines that are significant to that technology domain yet cohesive with the overall
ORA. The perspective includes: 

* 

A foundation document describing the terms, concepts, standards, principles, etc. that are important to the ETS. 

* 

An infrastructure document that defines a reference architecture built using the technologies pertinent to the ETS. 

An industry reference architecture is a set of high level architectural representations which characterize the current state
architecture of an enterprise and a desired state, or architectural vision, based on the ORA. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is NOT a container capability? 
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A. Scalability 

B. High Availability 

C. Management and Monitoring 

D. Applications 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

References: 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are capabilities provided by the Monitoring Engine within the Logical view of the Management
and Monitoring architecture? 

A. Resource Monitor 

B. System Monitor 

C. Collection Monitor 

D. Service Monitor 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Explanation: 

Logocal View, Monitoring Engine: 

Note: The Monitoring Engine contains a number of monitoring sub-systems which respond to scheduled events, and
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specific user actions within the management console in making various requests for data to be collected from various
managed targets. In addition, these monitoring sub-systems integrate with each other to offer the administrator full
discovery and drill down capabilities. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 4

What are the three key technical concepts related to Grid computing? 

A. Web Services 

B. Server Virtualization 

C. Clustering 

D. Dynamic Provisioning 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Explanation: 

Grid computing is a technology architecture that virtualizes and pools IT resources, such as compute 

power, storage, and network capacity into a set of shared services that can be distributed and redistributed as needed.
Grid computing involves server virtualization, clustering, and dynamic provisioning. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following are true statements about the benefits of standardizing on a common security framework? 

A. Security requirements no longer need to be specified for eachindividual application; the framework will automatically
determine what security needs to be applied. 

B. A common set of security services and information can be used across the organization, promoting Infrastructure
reuseand minimizing inconsistencies. 

C. Secure application integrationis made easier via standardization on a preferred subset of technologies and options. 

D. Administration and auditing are improved due to rationalization and standardization of identities, attributes, roles,
policies, and so on. 

E. Interoperability amid federation are easier to achieve via the adoption of common security and technology standards. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Explanation: 

In order to provide security in a consistent manner, a common set of infrastructure, e.g. a security 

framework, must be used. The purpose of this framework is to rationalize security across the enterprise by: 
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*

 Establishing a master set of security data that reflect the policies, IT resources, participants and their attributes across
the entire domain of security 

*

 Mapping organizational structures, computing resources, and users to roles in a way that clearly depicts access
privileges for the organization 

*

 Maintaining fine-grained access rules based on roles that have been established for the organization 

*

 Propagating the master security data to individual applications and systems that enforce security (A) 

*

 Detecting changes to security data residing on systems that have not been propagated from the master source of
record, and sending alerts regarding these inconsistencies 

*

 Providing common security services, such as authentication, authorization, credential mapping, auditing, etc. that
solutions can leverage going forward in place of custom-developed and proprietary functions (B) 

*

 Facilitating interoperability between systems and trust between security domains by acting as a trusted authority and
brokering credentials as needed(E) 

*

 Centrally managing security policies for SOA Service interactions 

The security framework should provide these types of capabilities as a value-add to the existing infrastructure. The
intent is not to discard the capabilities built into current applications, but rather to provide a common foundation that
enhances security across the enterprise. Security enforcement can still be performed locally, but security data should be
modeled and managed holistically. 

Incorrect: 

C: Not a main goal. 

D: Ease of administration and auditing is not a main goal here. 

References: 
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